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Comments: Often when new proposals come out concerning our National Parks, Forsests and Public Lands with

respect to climbing they are  composed of all out bans, not intelligent arguments about access and regulations

that would keep climbing accessible, safe and respectful to other users of National Parks (albeit typically from

their cars).  I am consistently surprised the USFS does not productively work with climbers (our country is a

democracy) but instead villifies us.  Some (most of the proposals) are so outrageous to common sense and any

understanding of climbing that it appears instead you of wanting to enrich the lives our citizens of the United

States you simply want to eliminate enjoyment because it is easier to just say no and/or ban.  Therefore, missing

out on any subtlety or nuance for which there is so much in climbing.  First and foremost, climbers do not

negatively impact National Parks, Forests and Public Lands as it is portrayed.  Bolts, chalk, dirty climbers etc. are

imperceptible to most except a vociferous minority.  Taking away and prohibiting safety, and essential gear, for

climbs seems literally insane.  Why?  The only reason is you don't want climbers in the National Park.  To not

allow for new route development and equipment decries a lack of understanding of the sport of climbing.  Should

we still be  using hemp ropes and pitons?  Should any sport be limited to the standards of a decade ago?  Would

you limit someone from jumping higher or running faster because of what?  It is bad for National Parks

somehow?  I understand this method of writing may not be the most productive but dealing with the USFS can be

like dealing with a bully.  The National Parks and Forests and public Lands and  are for everyone.  You may not

like climbers for whatever reasons but we have a valid and right as US citizens to a voice and representation no

matter what you may think of us.  We do not grafitti the rock and leave trash and leave the bathroom disgusting.

Those are park tourists.  I was appalled on my last visit of Red Rock National Conservation area of how abused

the park looked.  It was not the climbers.  With all hope and intelligence and understanding outside of what you

may know about climbing, I hope you gain insight to how your policies will be beyond damaging to climbing at

some of the most exceptional and stunningly beautiful places in the United States.  Climbers are the ones who

get out of ours cars and breath in the grandiose outdoors and protect it and guard it with our lives.  We hope you

let us protect our lives while climbing and continue to grow our exceptional sport.


